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Aerospace Workshop Sets Course to Develop 

21st Century Talent Pipeline 

Space Coast, Fla (June 14, 2017) - On Wednesday May 24, 2017, more than 50 industry, education, 
government, regional, state and national stakeholders gathered at Space Florida's Science Lab to forge a 

collaborative model to lead an effort ensuring regional employers have access to the talent needed to scale 

their businesses now and in the future. 

While Florida is home to one of the nation's most robust STEM graduate student pipelines; the fast-paced 

growth of the aerospace and defense industry, both nationally and locally, provides a unique opportunity to 

the Space Coast community and business leadership to resolve an emerging challenge within the sector. 

Space Florida, CareerSource Brevard and the Economic Development Commission of Florida's Space Coast, with 

assistance from Kamm Consulting Group, hosted an Aerospace Workforce Workshop to discuss the talent 

pipeline. Industry employers, principal academic providers in east central Florida, and other stakeholders 

worked to map out effective strategies to turn this challenge into additional economic opportunities for the 

region. 

"Florida's leadership in the aerospace and defense sector positions us to proactively work with all of the nation's 

leading aerospace employers and some the nation's most capable academic and training service providers. Our 

goal is to develop strategies and collaborative models that will support the workforce needs of our existing 

employers, as well as insure that Florida continues to be a place that can support the future needs of industry," 

said, Frank DiBello, CEO, Space Florida. 

"Over the last several years, we have had great success working with our local and state partners to bring high

value employment to the Space Coast region. With that success comes an opportunity to drive a dialogue and 

develop a robust strategy to create innovative programs that leverage Florida's commitment to develop a 

workforce that has the skill-sets to meet the needs of high-tech employers," said Lynda Weatherman, president 

& CEO of the Economic Development Commission of Florida's Space Coast. 

"We think the Space Coast should serve as a model for the state and the country and take advantage of the 

Trump Administration's focus on job growth, developing workforce skills and apprenticeship programs to 

strengthen U.S. manufacturing," said Bryan Kamm, president of Kamm Consulting Group. "We are working with 

RUAG Space and other European and American companies to introduce a world-class benchmark 

apprenticeship model that will help the Space Coast begin to grow its own highly technical talent pipeline." 
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